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1. INTRODUCTION 
The spaces 3N,p are defined in [S] for 1 < p < co, y E R, to consist of 
those complex valued Lebesgue measurable functions f on (0, co) such that 
Ilfll,,, < co, where 
Ilfll,,, = (1: IxWx)l p *;x/x}“p? 1 G P < co? 
= ess sup Ixflf(x)l, p=co. 
xzo 
We denote by Co the collection of functions continuous and compactly 
supported on (0, oo), and by [X, Y] the collection of bounded linear trans- 
formations from the Banach space X to the Banach space Y, [X, X] being 
abbreviated to [A’]. 
In an earlier paper by one of us [6], the extended Hankel transforma- 
tion was studied on the gp,* spaces. The transformation is defined as 
follows. For v E R, k a non-negative integer, and x > 0, let 
J”&(X)= f (-l)~x”+*n/(2”+*%!r(V+.+l)). 
n=k 
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Clearly J,,Jx) is the Bessel function J,(x); J,+(X) is often referred to as a 
CUJ, Bessel function. The extended Hankel transformation H,, is defined for 
f~ Cc, and for v E Iw, v # - 1, - 3, ,.., by 
(H,>f)(x) = j- olt)li2 J,a,,(xt)f(t) dt, (1.1) 
0 
where I= I,, is the least non-negative integer such that v + 21> - 1. In [IS] 
it was shown that if 1 < p < cc, y(p) < p < v + 21+ 3/2, where 
Y(P) =max(l/p, VP’), P’ = P/(P - 1) 
and I= I,,, then H, E: [L$, p, JZ’~  Pc,q] for all q > p such that q’ ’ d p. 
However, in [6] no representation of the transformation was given nor 
were any inversion formulae proved for it; also, the boundedness of the 
transformation on YP,, was not studied, and it is the object of the present 
paper to repair these omissions. The boundedness on PU,, is studied in Sec- 
tion 2, while Section 3 is devoted to some lemmas preliminary to the later 
sections. In Section 4 we will find a representation for the transformation, 
while in Section 5 we will find formulas for the inversion of the transforma- 
tion on ZU,, except when p = -(v + 21) + 3/2. It will be noted that in [6] 
we were able to characterize the range of the transformation on YP,. except 
when p = - (v + 21) + 3/2. It transpires that this is a special case, and we 
shall study it in Section 6, characterizing the range and linding inversion 
formulae in this case. 
Throughout this paper we shall assume that v is a fixed real number, less 
than minus one and not equal to - 3, - 5, . . . . and 1 will always mean I, as 
defined above. Almost all of our results are also valid for v > - 1, though 
the proofs may be a bit different then, but for v > - 1 representation 
theorems and inversions theorems and the boundedness on &, were 
proved elsewhere, see [7,3], so we shall not prove them here. 
One of our main tools will be the Mellin transformation A, whose 
definition and theory are summarized in [S, Sect. 23 and we shall use those 
results frequently. Also in [5] it is shown that iffc $plsZ,Z = L,(O, erg), then 
for Re s = l/2 
where 
(AH,,f)(s) = m,.(sN.R;tf)(l - 4, (1.2) 
m,,(s) = 2”P”21-((v +s+ 1/2)/2)/r((v --as + 3/2)/2). (1.3) 
In fact, it is easy to see that (1.2) is valid, with Re s = 1 -p, if f~ YL,.,, 
where 1 < p < 2, y(p) < p < v + 2Z+ 3/2, for then both sides of (1.2) repre- 
sent bounded linear transformations of P’,,, p into L,, ( - cc, cc ); we will use 
(1.2) frequently. 
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2. BOUNDEDNESS 
The boundedness of H, on Yti,, is given by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. If 1 <p<v+21+3/2, then H”E CT@,,, Af-,.,I, and if 
fq@,l, H”f is given by (1.1). Zf l<p<v+21+3/2, then for all p, 
1 QP<~, H,E l2$,,r %-,,I. 
Proof: Clearly J,,[(x) - L”x”+*’ as x -+ 0 +, where L, is a constant. 
Also, from [l, 7.13.1(13)], since v+21-2< -1, JV,l(x)-(2/(~x))1/2 
cos(x- (v + 1/2)7c) as x-+ co. Thus since, if 1 <p <v +2Z+ 3/2, then 
v + 212 - l/2, there is a constant K” so that 
JJ,,,(x)l <K” .min(x”+*‘, x-r/‘)< K”x~-“~. 
But then if fe C,, x > 0, and 1 < p < v + 2I+ 3/2, 
IWJ-)(-7c)l G lrn (Xt)“* IJ&tN If(t)1 dt 
0 
<K”x”-’ ao 
s 
t”-‘If(t)/ dt=K,~~-~llflj~,. 
0 
Thus 
for fECo, so that H” can be extended to Y,,,, as a member of 
[PP,,, Tr%;-r,,,] for 1 <p<v+33/2, and is clearly given by (1.1) on 5$,. 
Let M=J,“x 1’2-~lJv,I(x)( dx. Th en, from the asymptotic behavior 
of J,,,(x) near zero and infinity noted above, M< co if and only if 
s ix”+21-p+1’2dx and Jgx-pdx are finite, where O<kRcco, that is, 
if and only if 1 < p < v + 2Z+ 3/2. But then if f E L$, 1, 
s 
cc 
G x-” dx 
0 s 
O” W)“* IJ,&t)l If(t)I dt 
0 
= Jam t”‘(f(t)( dt j-m x 
0 
1’2p%,,Wl dx= Wlf Ilp,l, 
SO that if 1 < p < v + 21+ 3/2, H, E [&r, 9, _ ~, l]. Finally, by inter- 
polation, using [9, Theorem 21, if 1 < p < v + 21+ 3/2, 1 < p < co, 
H,E C=%,, =R,,l. 
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3. SOME PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
LEMMA 3.1. For x>O let 
- ‘mu (s)/( 3/2 - v - s) ds, 
m,,(s)/((7/2 - v -s)(3/2- v -s)) ds, 
and 
I,=&.[“;;” x-“m,(s)/((11/2-v-s) 
c7 rm 
x (7/2 - v - s)( 3/2 - v - s)) ds, 
the integrals being taken in the principal value sense at infinity. Then: 
(i) If D < 312, 
I 
1 
= -xp’/2J 
Y-I,/+ 1 @I 
for - (v + 21) - l/2 < o < - (v + 21) + 312, and 
1 ~x-~f~J 1 Y  - l,,(X) 
for - (v + 21) + 312 < (r < - (v + 21) + 712. 
(ii) If (T < 5/2 then 
Z~=X-~/~J~_ 2,1+2(x) 
for - (V + 21) - l/2 < cr < - (v + 21) + 3/2, and 
I,z~+‘~J v-2,/+ l(X) 
,for - (v + 21) + 3/2 < 0 < - (v + 21) + 7/2. 
(iii) Zf r~ -e 7/2, 
I 
3 
= --x-~/~J \’ 3,,+ 3(x) ~ 
for - (v + 21) - l/2 < (r < - (v + 21) + 3/2, and 
I,= -~-~‘~J~-3,l+2(~) 
for - (v + 21) + 3/2 < 0 < - (v + 21) + 7/2. 
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ProoJ From [S, (2.4)], for x > 0, l < 1 
-(A + 2k) + 2, where k is a non-negative integer, 
and -(n+2k)<i”< 
1 C+im 
2ni &jm s x-s2s-1 r((n + s)P)/r((~ - 3)/2 + 1) ds = J,,,(x), 
where the integral is taken in the principal value sense at infinity. Hence 
setting 1= v - 1 and k = I+ 1, where of course I= I,, if -(v + 21) - 1 < [ < 
-(v+21)+1 and r<l, 
X -l/zJ 
xT((v+s-1)/2)/r((v-s-1)/2+1)ds 
=- 2’,i 
s 
t’:::‘I x -“2” - 312 
xT((v+s-3/2)/2)/r((v-s-1/2)/2+1)ds. 
However, using T(z + 1) = zT(z), 
2”-3’2~((v+s-33/2)/2)/~((v-s- l/2)/2+ 1) 
=2”-1’2Z-((v+s+1/2)/2)/((v+s-3/2)Z-((v-s+3/2)/2)) 
= -m,(s)/(3/2-v-s). 
Thus, writing 0 for 5 + l/2, if -(v + 21) - l/2 < c < -(v + 21) + 3/2 and 
CT < 312, I, = -x-“*J,- 1,,+ 1(x). 
The proof in the other cases is similar. 
LEMMA 3.2. For x > 0 let 
g,(t) = tl’2- “) o<t<x, 
= 0, t > x. 
Then g, E 6”,, p ifI<p<c~ andp>v-l/2, or ifp=m andp>v-l/2. 
Also 
(H,&)(t)= -x1-Ytc”2JV-1,,+,(xt). 
Proof: If l<p<co, 
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if p > v - l/2, while if ~12 v - l/2, 
II&llp,oc = ess sup t 
p+112-v=Xv(fl/2-e< mo. 
o<r<.x 
Since p > v + l/2, g, E YP, 1, and thus, 
(zz,,g,)(t) = !-; u1’2-“(tu)1’2 J,,,(tu) du 
s 
.r 
= t1/2 &” J,,,,(w) du. 
0 
But, from [S, (2.1)], ul-“J”,I(tu)= -t-‘(d/du) u’- “J,,-,,,+ ,(tu), and thus 
(H”g,)(t)= -x’-“~~~‘~J”_ ,,,+,(xt). 
LEMMA 3.3. Zf f E L$ p and g E T,,,P., where 1 < p < co, y(p) < I* < 
v + 21+ 312, then 
Proof If f and g are in $p,,,,,, the result follows from [S, (4.1)]. But, 
iffe =%, and ge yp,ps, 
Ij 
o~f~~~~H.~~~~~~~~~llfll,,-!H,~ll,~,.,~ 
~~llfII,,,‘/Igllp,p~~ 
where K is the norm of H” as a member of [L$, ,+, 9’; -P,P,], so that the left 
hand side of (3.1) is a bounded bilinear functional on L$, x YP,P., as is the 
right hand side similarly, and thus (3.1) holds under the stated conditions. 
4. REPRESENTATION 
The following theorem gives a representation of H”. It will be noted that 
it is expressed in terms of J,,- ,,!+, whereas the representation for H” for 
v > - 1, given in [7, Theorem 2.23, is in terms of J” + , . We could obtain a 
representation theorem in terms of J”, i,,, but we choose the form below 
since it transpires that the inversion formulae come out most simply in 
terms of J”Pk.l+k, where k= 1,2, or 3. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Suppose that f E L$, p where 1~ p < co, y(p) < p < 
v + 2E+ 312. Then for almost all x > 0, 
(H”f)(x)= --x”-~‘~-$x~~~-“~~ (xt)“2J”_,,,+,(xt)f(r)dt/t. 
0 
Proof Suppose first fe Co. Then f E Z,,2,2 and from Lemma 3.2, 
g, E Ti,,,,. Thus, from Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.2, if x > 0, 
s 
x t”2-“(H”f )(t) dt= joa g,(t)(H”f )(t) dt 
0 
= I m (H”gJ(t)f(t) dt 0 
= -x1/2-” 
s 
m  (Xty J” _ u+,(xt)f(t)dt/t. (4.1) 
0 
But for each x > 0 both sides of (4.1) represent bounded linear func- 
tionals on 9P,P if l<p<cc~, y(p)<p<v+21+3/2. For, iffEYP,,, where 
p > 1, and x > 0, then, by Holder’s inequality, 
lj x t/2- “(H,f )(t) dt I I = 0 joW g, (t)(H”f )(t) dt ( 
G II gx II p. p’ . IW”f II I-p,p 
d II&llp,p’~~llf II/l,pY 
where K is the norm of H” as a member of [YP,,, 6f -v,p], and 
,,r+,(xt)f(t) dtlt 
= (H”g,)(t)f(t)dt 
where K’ is the norm of H” as a member of [5$, Pz, Yi PP,pl], since 
p > y(p) > l/2 > v - l/2 and, from Lemma 3.2, g, E PP,p,. If f E ZP,,, then 
from Theorem 2.1, H” f E Y1 _ P,oo and thus 
IJ x t”‘-“(H,f)(t) dt = Joa g,(t)(H”f )(t) dtl 0 I I 
G lIgxllr,l . IIHvf II,-,i,ao 
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~mL,Ilp,, . llfllp,h since from Lemma 3.2, g, E JZP,, . Also if c$, ( t) = 
(~t)“~ J, 1,,+, (xt)/t, it is easy to see that 4 ~ E 9, _ Ir, o(, and thus 
I./+ I(xt)f(f) W 
<X”2--vl14rlII-p,m. IIJ‘II,,,,. \ 
Hence (4.1) holds on Y,%),c,P for the values of p and p prescribed, and 
differentiating both sides with respect to x the result follows. 
5. INVERSION 
The inversion theory of H, on YP,P is different according as p is less 
than, larger than, or equal to - (v + 21) + 3/2. The first two of these cases 
will be treated in this section, the first case in Theorem 5.1 and the second 
in Theorem 5.2 below. The third case, which is much harder, will be treated 
in the next section. 
THEOREM 5.1. Suppose f E L$, p, where 1 <p<a, y(p)bp~v+221+3/2, 
and p < - (v + 21) + 312. Then for almost all x > 0, 
f(x)= -x~+w x-1 i& 3x5,2 -\ 
i I 
X 
s 
= (~f)“~ Jv~3.,+3(xf)(Hvf)(f) W3. (5.1) 
0 
@ in addition, p < 2, then for almost all x > 0, 
X 
s 
m NJ’/2 J,,~2,,+2(xf)(H,f)(t) W*, (5.2) 
0 
while if, in addition, p < 1, then for almost all x > 0, 
f(x)= --x”-~‘~~x~~~~‘~~ (~t)“~J,~~,,+,(xt)(H,f)(t)dt/t. (5.3) 
0 
Proof: For x > 0 let 
h,(t) = t”2Pv(~2 - t2)2/8, o<t<x, 
= 0, t > x. 
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Then as for gX earlier, h, E gP,, if l<p<co, ,uuv-l/2, or if p=co, 
p 2 v - l/2. In particular h, E YP,*. Also (&h,)(s) = x’-“+~/*/((s - v + 9/2) 
(S - v + 5/2)(s - v + l/2)), Re s = p, by an elementary calculation. 
Let d,(t)= -x~~“~-~‘*J”_~,,+~(x~). Then from Lemma 3.1, since 
- (v + 21) - l/2 < l/2 Q ,u < - (v + 21) + 312, 
~,(r)_X”I*-“~.~p~~m t-sx-s 
P 102 
xm”(s)/((11/2-v-s)(7/2-v-s)(3/2-v-s))& (5.4) 
But from [l, 1.18(6)], Im”(p+ ir)l N (z[~‘-“* as I?( + co, and,consequently 
since p < v + 2Z+ 3/2 < 5/2, the integrand in (5.4) is in L2( - co, co) on the 
line Re s = p. However, the Mellin transformation is a one-to-one mapping 
of Pfi,2 onto L2( - cc, co) on the line Re s = ,u, and thus 4, E TP,* and 
(44x)(s) = x “‘2-“vsm”(~)/((11/2-v-~)(7/2-v-~)(3/2-v-~)). 
Hence if Res=l-p, 
(AH”4XNS) = m,(s). (J4,)(1 -s) 
=x “-“+9’Zm”(~)m”(l-~)/((s-v+9/2) 
x (s - v + 5/2)(s - v + l/2)) = (Ji’h,)(s), 
so that 
ff,d*=L 
But then iffe ZP,*, using Lemma 3.3, 
-x5/*-” f O” W)1’2Jv-3,~+3(xt)(~vf)(t) W3 0 
= 
f 
m  dx(f)(Hvf)(f) dt 
0 
= f m W,d,)(t)f(t) dt 0 
= f m k(t)f(t) dt 0 
= f x t”* - “(x2 - t*)* f(t) dt/8. 0 (5.5) 
But the expressions at either end of (5.5) represent bounded linear func- 
tionals on S$, P, the expression at the end since, from above, h, E Zi PIc,P, 
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if 1 -p > v - l/2, which is obviously true since p < 5/2. For the beginning 
expression, notice that q4K(f)=0(,v+21+1’2) as t-+0+, and 4,(t)= 
O(max(te3, t”+2’P3’2)) as t + 00. Thus since -(v f 21) - l/2 < l/2 d 
P-C -(v+21)+3/2, and p<v+21+3/2 implies ~<55/2<3, 4X~YP,p. 
Hence, since H, f E LZI _ ~, p the beginning expression in (5.5) also represents 
a bounded linear functional on PP, P. Thus (5.5) holds for f~ YP, ,,. But a 
trivial calculation shows that 
“(x2 - t*)* f(t) dt/8 = x -I” ~ :f(x) a.e., 
and so differentiating (5.5), (5.1) follows. 
The proof of (5.2) is similar, replacing h, by k, where 
k,(t) =x I’* - “(x2 - q/2, o<t<x, 
= 0, t > x, 
using Lemma 3.1 to show 
x2--‘t -3~*J”~2,,+*(Xt) 
1 712 ~ Y _ 
s 
vfiz 
=x 
2ni I(P,sc: 
t-“xP”m,(s)/((7/2-v-s)(3/2-v-s))ds, 
and noticing that if p < 2, the integrand in this integral is in L2( - co, x) 
on Res=p. 
The proof of (5.3) is also similar. 
THEOREM 5.2. Suppose f E L$, p, where 1 <p< co, y(p)bp < v+21+3/2, 
and p > - (v + 21) + 312. Then for almost all x > 0, 
3 
f(x) = -xy+ 112 x5/2 i’ 
X 
s 
Ixi W)“* J,-,,,+Axf)(HvfNtJ W3. 
0 
IL in addition, p < 2, then for almost all x > 0, 
f(x)=xl'+'/2 x-$ 2x3!*-' 
{ I 
X 
s 
m  (xt)“* Jv-2,,+ ,WMHvf)(f) W2> 0 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
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while is, in addition, ,a < 1, then for almost all x > 0 
f(X)=--XY-In~Xli2-V~CU (xt)1’2 J,- &t)(H,f J(t) W. (5.8) 
0 
Proof. The proof is practically the same as that of Theorem 5.1, but 
replacing #,, for example, by ijX where 
e,(t)= -x3-Yt+2JV-3,,+2(xt), 
and using the value of I3 given in Lemma 3.1 for the p range in this 
theorem. 
6. INVERSION-SPECIAL CASE 
In this section we shall study the inversion of H, in the special case when 
p = 3/2 - v - 21. In [6] we showed that, except in this special case, the 
range of H, on J$P was the same as the range of H,, where q = Iv + 211, at 
least for 1 < P-C co. Here we shall show first that the range of H, on YP,P 
for the special value of p is a proper subset of the range of H, and we will 
characterize the subset. The reader should note also that when 
,U = -(v + 21) + 3/2 and p satisfies the conditions for the boundedness of 
H,, that is, y(p)<p<v+21+3/2, then v+21>0, and ~<33/2. We show 
that then the formulas given for the inversion when p < 1 and when p < 2 
in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 work for the special value of p provided one takes 
the correct limit of integration to be an arrow limit. We first need some 
lemmas. 
LEMMA 6.1. Suppose 1 < p < CO and let r be an integer such that 
1 <r<Z-- 1. Then 
(i) if p > v + 21- 512, there is a transformation T, E [L&l such that 
if f E 6”,, p 3 where 1 < p < 2, 
(AT,f )(s) = ((v + s + 2r - 3/2)/(v -s + 2r - 1/2))(Jllf )(s), Res=p; 
(ii) if ,a < 312 - v - 21, there is a transformation TE [Z,,,p] such that 
iff E =q, p Y where 1 < p < 2, 
(A’Tf )(s) = ((v-s + 2f- 1/2)/(v + s + 21- 3/2))(ckf )(s), Res=p. 
Proof: The results follows from [4, Theorem 3.11 taking, in the nota- 
tion of that theorem, T, = -Q,,, with u=3/2-v-2r, P=v+2r- l/2, and 
T= - P,,[ with 1= v + 21- l/2, i’ = 312 - v - 21. The conditions for T, and 
T to be in [TP,,] are respectively p > v + 2r - l/2, which is satisfied for all 
values of r<l- 1 if puv++l-512, and ,u~33/2-v-21. 
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LEMMA 6.2. Ifl<p<co, andy(p)<p<v+21+3/2, then on 9p,pr 
H,,=TH,+2,T,-IT,~2 ... T,. (6.1) 
Proof: For r = 1, 2, . . . . l-1, T,E[~&] since v+21-512~ -312, 
while p > y(p) >, l/2. From [8, Theorem 5.11, under our hypotheses, 
H v+2/E lI=qp,,, gIPWc,P], and TE [J?-~,~] by Lemma 6.1 since v+21- l/2< 
l/2 f ,U so that 1 - p < 3/2 - v - 21. Hence the right hand side of (6.1) is in 
[YP, P, .Y, Ic, P] as is the left hand side by [6, Theorem 11. But if fE ,YIl, I 
then for Re s = p, by (1.2) and Lemma 6.1, 
(ATH,,.,, T,-, T/L, ... T,f)b) 
=((v-~+22E-1/2)/(v+s+21-312)) 
x(dH,+2,T,. ITI-2 ... T,f)(s) 
=((v--++I-1/2)/(v+s+21-3/2)) 
xm ,~+~/(~)(~TI-, T,-2 ... T,f)(l -s) 
=m,,+,,(s)((v-s+21-1/2)(v-s+21-5/2) 
... (v-s+3/2)/((v+s+21-3/2) 
.(v+s+21-7/2) ... (v+s+ 1/2))).(&j)(l -s) 
=2”-“2[I((v+21+~+1/2)/2)/((v+s+21-3/2) 
(v+s+21-7/2) ... (v+s+ 1/2))]/[T((v+21 
-s+3/2)/2)/((v-s+21-1/2)(v-s+21-5/2) 
... (v-s+3/2))](Af)(l-s) 
=2”~1’2(~((v+~+1/2)/2)/l-((v-s+3/2)/2))(Jltf)(l-s) 
= m,,(sMdf)(l -s) 
= (dffvfh). 
Hence, the two sides of (6.1) agree on ZP,2, and since both sides of (6.1) 
are in [YP,,], and CO is dense in YP,,, (6.1) holds on YP,P. 
THEOREM 6.3. Suppose that f e L$, where 1 d p < CO, y(p) < ,u < 
v + 21+ 312, and p = 312 - v - 21. Then the integral 
s 
-cc 
t “+2’-3’2(Hyf)(t) dt (6.2) 
-0 
converges and has the value zero. 
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Proof If we denote H, + *,T,- I TI- 2 . . . T, f by h, then from 
Lemma 6.2, h E sI _ p, p and (H,f)(t) = (Th)(t) for almost all positive t. But 
as noted in the proof of Lemma 6.1, T= -PA,, where A = v + 21- l/2 and 
[=3/2-v - 21. Integral (6.2) now follows from [4, Theorem 3.31 since 
2=1-p. 
COROLLARY 6.4. Suppose 1~ p < GO, y(p) < p < v + 21+ 312 where 
,u = 312 - v - 21. Then H, (6p,, p) is a proper subset of H, + 2, (Zp, p). 
ProoJ: From [6], H,(L$,) is a subset of H,+,,(Zp,.). Note that since 
O<v+21< 1, then 1/2<p<33/2. Let q=v+2Zand 
f(x)=x-“2(x*+ 1))“2. 
Then if l<p<cc, 
UP 
“-‘“(x2+ 1)-“2)p dx/x < 00, 
since l/2 < ,U < 3/2. Hence YE YP,,. From [2, 8.5( 1 l)] 
HqU-)b) = x”‘L,2W) &,2(x/2). 
If H, (ZP, P) = H&L&), then from Theorem 6.3 
s 
-to 
xv + 2’- ‘I,,,,(x/2) &,(x/2) dx 
-0 
converges and equals zero, which is impossible since the integrand is 
positive a.e. 
THEOREM 6.5. Suppose 1~ p < co, p = 312 - v - 21, and 0 < v + 21< 
312 -y(p). Then a function g is in H,(pG,,) if and only if 
(4 g~K+21(%,p)~ 
(b) j ‘, o t -“g( t) dt converges, and 
(c) 4~ H,+21(Yp,p) where 4(x)=x”-‘j:, tppg(t) dt. 
Proof: Suppose first that gE H,,(Tp,.), say g= H,J; where f E L$,. 
Then since y(p) < ,U < v + 21+ 3/2, (a) follows from [6], while (b) follows 
from Theorem 6.3. To prove (c), note that, with h as in the proof of 
Theorem 6.3, g = Th, and the inversion formula for T given in [4, (3.6)] 
yields 
h(x) = -g(x) + (2v + 41- 2) d(x) (6.3) 
for almost all positive x. Since g and h E H,+21(Yfl,p), (c) follows. 
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Conversely, suppose (a), (b), and (c) are true and let h be defined by 
(6.3). Then from (a) and (c), h E H,+21(9P,p), say h = Hv+2,+ with 
II/ E YG,P. Since each T,, 1< r < I - 1, is a bijection of dip,, p, we can find 
“fE =%.P so that +=TI.-iT,-2 ... T,f. Hence h=H,,+,,T,_,TI_, ... T,f, 
and from [4, (3.6)], (6.3) and the definition of q5, g= Th, so that from 
Lemma 6.2, g = H,,J 
THEOREM 6.6. Zf 1 < p < 00, 0 < v + 21~ 312 - y(p) and ,f tz 5$, p, where 
p = 312 - v - 21, then for almost all x > 0, 
f(x) = x” + ‘/2 p i.}2x3/2Ltq-“” (Xt)l!2 
XJ v- 2,/+ Axf)(Hvf)(t) W2. (6.4) 
Proof Choose E so that 0 < E < v + 21~ 312 - y(p) - E. Then with pI = 
312 - v - 21- E and p2 = 312 - v - 21+ E, we have y(p) c p, < 312 + v + 21, 
i= 1,2. 
Now let .fi =f~~~,~), where xE denotes the characteristic function of the 
set E, and let f2 = f- fi . Then fi E d;p,,, p for i = 1, 2,, and if g, = H,,f,, (5.2) 
and (5.7) give respectively, 
fi(X) = x” + ‘/2 {x-’ -f]2x3-2-v [; (xt)‘l’J,._ 2,(+2(xt) gl(t) dt,t2 (6.5) 
and 
.fJx) = xv + “2 {x--l;}’ x312-- i‘o* (xt)li2 J,,m 2,,+ ,(xt) g2(t) dt,t2 (6.6) 
for almost all x > 0. But from Theorem 6.3, 
I 
‘cc 
tV+2’-3’2g2(t) dt=O, 
-0 
and thus since the first term in (xt)“2 J,._2,,+ I(xt)/t2 is AxYt2’+ “2tY+2’-’ 2 
for a certain constant A, it follows that 
s 
Oc (xt)1’2 Jv-2,,+ I(xt) g2(f) Wt2 
0 
ZZ 5 +m (xt)“2 Jv-2,,+Z(xt) g,(t) dt/t2, -0 
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and thus adding (6.5) and (6.6) and noting that the arrow isn’t necessary 
at the lower limit, we obtain the result. 
COROLLARY 6.7. Under the same hypotheses, 
f(x) = x” + 112 ix-’ fi’ x3/2-y I”, (Xt)‘/2 
x Jv-2,1+1 WW,f)(t) dtlt2. (6.7) 
Proof Theorem 6.3 shows that the integrals on the right of (6.4) and 
(6.7) are equal, and it is easy to see that the integral in (6.7) does not need 
the arrow in the upper limit. 
LEMMA 6.8. Suppose that 1 <p < co, y(p) =p < v + 21+ 312, where 
p = 312 - v - 21, and f E L$, *. Then 
s cc t1’2-r-21f(t)dtj0:m uy+2’-1Jv,l(u)du-+0 1 
asa+oo. 
Proof: Since p= 312-v -21 and p==(p) < 1, it follows that 
v + 21- 1 = l/2 - p > - l/2 and hence for large positive U, 
J ,+1,,(u)=o(u-1’2)+o(u”+2’-1)=o(u”+2’-1). (6.8) 
From [S, (2.1)] 
$ W+‘Jv+ dull = u”+ 1Jv,A4, 
and thus, on integrating by parts, 
s 
‘00 
+2 .uY+I J,,,(u) du of 
= -(at)Y+21-1 J,+,,l (at) - (2Z-- 2) JQy uy+2’-2Jy+ 1,,(u) du, (6.9) 
the existence of the integral on the right at infinity, and the vanishing of the 
integrated term, following from (6.8) since v + 21~ 1. 
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By Holder’s inequality 
m  
t”2-Y-2’f(r)(at)“+2’-1 JY+,,,(at) dt 
1 
IlP 
<a v+2/- 1 a It 3’2 - ” ~ ‘y( t)l p dt/t 
1 
l/P 
,,+ l.,(at)lp’ W 
6 Ilfll,,, 
I/p’ 
b”+“- ‘Jv+ ,,,(u)lp’ ddu 3 (6.10) 
and this tends to zero as a -, CD. 
Also, from (6.8), if a is large and positive, 
s 
m 
I 
t1’2-Y-2’(f(t)( dt jE u”+~~~~~J,,+,,,(u)( du 
ut 
s 
CT 
d 
1 
t’/2--2(lf(t)l dt j .= @(~+2/)-3 & 
a, 
cc 
= La2(v+2/L 1) tv+2’-3’2 If(t)\ dt 
1 
=La2(v+2/-‘) 
i 
cc It”f(t)l t1--2udt/t 
1 
<La 2(“+2’-1Yflljl,p Oc $1 -2Pc) P’-- 1 dt (6.11) 
1 
which tends to zero as a --) 00 since v + 21~ 1. 
The lemma now follows from (6.9), (6.10), and (6.11). 
THEOREM 6.9. Suppose 1 < p -C 00, l/2 < v + 21 d 3/2 - y(p), and 
f%,P where p = 312 - v - 21. Then for almost all x > 0, 
f(x)= ~xy-1!2~x1,2-” jo-- (Xt)l!2 
x Jv- I,/+ I (xt)(H,f J(t) W (6.12) 
Proof. If l/2 < v + 21~ 3/2 - y(p), the proof follows that of Theorem 6.6 
exactly, but appealing to (5.3) and (5.8) rather than (5.2) and (5.7). 
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In the case when v + 21= 3/2-y(p), we can still obtain (6.12) forfi from 
(5.8) for fi, and our proof will be complete if we establish 
j-i(x)= -x~-~~~-$~~-.,-- (~t)“‘J,-~,~+~(xt)g~(t)dt/t (6.13) 
0 
for almost all x > 0. 
Let x>O and a>l, and let 
~x(~)=~-“2J”-1,1+1(Xt), O-ct<a, 
= t-1’2J,_1.1(~t), t > a. 
Then if we choose the constant A suitably, 
ICl,(t)=t-“2(J,-1,/+~(~t)--A(~t)Y+2’-1 xc,,,,(t)) 
for t > 0. 
(6.14) 
For large positive 1, as we have shown earlier, 
and the first term dominates since v + 21 -C 1, and thus $,(t) = O(t -‘) as 
t + co. Also, as r -0, $,(t)= O(tY+21+112), and thus it follows that 
~xE~3/2-v-21,p’=~~,p’, where y = y(p). Hence, by Lemma 3.3, 
J om fi(l)(~vex)(t) dt= Jm o +x(t)(H,h l(t) & (6.15) 
and we can split the right-hand side of (6.15) into 
J 
‘cc 
t-‘/2J v-,,r+,(xt) g,(t)dt-Ax”+2’-1 -ao tV+2’-3’2g,(f)dt, 
0 J (1 
since the last integral was shown to converge in Theorem 6.3. 
To use (6.15) we need to compute (H,+,)(t). But we showed in 
Lemma 3.2 that (H,g,)(t) = -x~-“~-~~~J~~,,~+ ,(xt), and thus this 
function is in Z,,2,2 = L,(O, co). Hence since from [S, Sect. 31, H,, is self 
inverting on L,(O, co), the Hankel transformation of the first term in (6.14) 
is -xv-‘gX. Note that since v +21< 1, the second term in (6.14) is in 
&JO, co), and thus from [S, (la)], for almost all t>O, its Hankel trans- 
form is given by the mean square limit as R + co of 
s R XY+2/Llt1/2 uY+21--1 Jv,,(tu) du. 0 
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But 
s 
--+3c 
s 
+3c 
u v+*‘-‘J”,,(U)dU=f”+*’ Uv+*~-‘J&4)d24, 
a, a 
the convergence of the integral for t > 0, a > 1 having been shown in the 
proof of Lemma 6.8. Hence using the formula for g,V we must have for 
almost all t > 0, 
(H,,lj,)(t)= -X”~‘f1’2--YX~0,r)(t)-At’!2~~-~2~ 
-a; 
XXl,f21L1 
s 
uy+2’- ‘J,,,,(u) du. 
cl* 
Inserting this expression into (6.15), we find that 
00 
X 
I 
1”2-“-*1f(f)dlju;m u’+2’-1J”,,(u)du 
s 
+m 
= t- 112 J v-l,,+ ,(xt) s,(f) dt 
0 
--Ax v+ZI- I 
s 
-cc tv+*‘.-3/*g,(t) dt, 
a 
If we let a --) co, from Lemma 6.8 the second term on the left-hand side 
tends to zero, as does the second term on the right-hand side, and thus 
from which (6.13) follows on differentiation. 
COROLLARY 6.10. Under the conditions of Theorem 6.9, 
f(x)= ~*u-l!2~xl~*-~jm W)“* J,c ,,,W)(H,f)(t) W. 
-0 
Proof. Much the same as the proof of Corollary 6.7. 
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